Applications are invited for the post of Junior Research Fellow in **Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry**, Bombay College of Pharmacy, Kalina, Mumbai for the project entitled “Design and synthesis of thermoresponsive polymers for water purification and pharmaceutical applications.” Project has been given financial approval from **University Grants Commission** under **Major Research Project (MRP)**.

1. **Title of the project:** Design and synthesis of thermoresponsive polymers for water purification and pharmaceutical applications
2. **Position:** Junior Research Fellow
3. **Duration:** 3 years
4. **Emoluments:** Rs. 16,000 per month
5. **Qualification:** M.Pharmacy with First class

NET/GATE/GPAT qualified candidates with research experience of Polymer chemistry or Formulation and Development will be preferred. Interested candidates who possess above mentioned qualifications may send their applications along with two sets of bio-data mentioning marks obtained (matriculation onwards), research publications and experiences to “Attn: Dr. PK Ambre, The Principal, Bombay College of Pharmacy, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai 400098” and e-mail the application to premalata.ambre@bcp.edu.in before **16th Nov. 2015**.

**Note:**

1. Candidates will have to appear for a written test or interview as part of the selection process.
2. Selected candidate may be allowed to register for Ph.D. subsequently.
3. No TA/DA will be admissible for attending the Interview or joining the post.

Dr. (Mrs.) Premalata Ambre  
Principal Investigator  
Asst. Professor, Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry